
12TH GRADE SUPPLY LIST 2022-23
QUANTITY ITEM CLASS NOTES

1 student planner

OCA

There are some available at the office for $5 if you prefer
3 boxes of tissues
1 large hand sanitizer
1 container clorox/lysol wipes

black pants, black shoes, 
and red or black polo This is for chapels and performances but could also be worn for school days.

4+ BLACK dry erase markers (wide)

Consumer Math
Mrs. Wood

these will stay in the math room
1 2-inch binder you may use the one from last year and you may have left it in my room
1 spiral notebook for homework this could be separate or if could be part of a 5 subject notebook
1 durable pocket folder

24+ pencils these will stay in the math room

1 scientific calculator
I recommend this one but it is not required to be this one:
https://www.amazon.com/Texas-Instruments-MultiView-Scientific-
Calculator/dp/B000PDFQ6K

1 pocket folder
ELA

Mrs. Dalton

There may be more but Mrs. Dalton will let you know on the first day of class.
1 spiral notebook

Personal white board

Gov/Econ
Mrs. Kropp

Several white board markers Please consider keeping a few of these home and having them available 
througout the year. The will use them every day, and they run out.

Loose leaf paper or spiral notebook
Blue or black ink pens

1 scientific calculator
Physics

Personal white board

Spanish 4Several white board markers Please consider keeping a few of these home and having them available 
througout the year. The will use them every day, and they run out.

Loose leaf paper or spiral notebook
1 ESV Bible

Bible
available for purchase in office for $5.00

1 comp book/journal/notebook
Your student will have the OPTION of taking Art or Music this year.  If they choose Art, these are the supplies they will need:

1 large poster board-- white

Art

For art folder- this can be folded in half, please write name on it
                    
12+ colored pencils & sharpener hand held sharpener for colored pencils

1 scissors
1 watercolor paint set with brushes Crayola Education Watercolors preferred (Amazon)
1 watercolor paper pad 90-140 lb 9x12 spiral bound (Canson XL or Strathmore Visual Journal are good) 
1 sketch pad 9x12 spiral bound                                      ^ Walmart/Amazon

1-2 bottles of craft acrylic paint any colors, inexpensive craft acrylic at Walmart or Dollar Tree
1 bottle of craft glue Thicker than regular school glue.  Mod Podge would also work.

1-2 black sharpies Fine or ultrafine tip
optional watercolor colored pencils Art Dollar General sells an inexpensive set. 
optional sketch/drawing pencils Art
wishlist anything from the Art Cave wishlist Art especially paint brushes or paper (sulphite/watercolor/astrobright/etc)

https://www.amazon.com/wedding/lora-cave-the-art-cave-franklin-june-
2023/registry/ZZLC9MOG4GQJ

https://www.amazon.com/wedding/lora-cave-the-art-cave-franklin-june-2023/registry/ZZLC9MOG4GQJ
https://www.amazon.com/wedding/lora-cave-the-art-cave-franklin-june-2023/registry/ZZLC9MOG4GQJ

